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Abstract

1. Layout of the superconducting RF cavity systems 2. Main parameters of the cavities and FPCs
Parameter Fundamental Third-harmonic

Beam energy 6 GeV

Beam current 200 mA

Rf frequency 166.6 MHz 499.8 MHz

Cavity type Quarter-wave β=1 scc single-cell elliptical scc

R/Q (=|Vc^2|/ωU) 136 Ω 95 Ω

Max.rf power per FPC 200 kW (cw) 220 kW (cw)

Qext 5.0E4 8.0E4

FPC type Coaxial, single window

Window type Coaxial disk, with choke

Coupling type Electric

166.6 MHz cavity system 499.8 MHz cavity system

3. 166.6 MHz FPC improvements

Air part cooling

H=80mm H=120mm

• Cavity quality factor degradation 

observed and attributed to an 

overheating in the cavity–coupler 

interface region.

• Solution consisting of an 

elongated niobium extension tube 

have been included in the formal 

coupler design. 

4. 499.8 MHz FPC improvements
The doorknob of the FPC was redesigned 

based on WR1800 size.

• Multipacting simulation of the rf window 

during the cavity system horizontal test was 

carried out;

• Then window position was optimized to 

realize multipacting-free.

The cryogenic heat load 

was estimated carefully to 

obtain an optimum helium 

gas cooling.

The predicted hard multipacting barriers of 

rf window at different window positionsThe rf model and optimized S11 curve

(a)The calculated velocity of the 

helium gas flow ;(b) The temperature 

of the outer conductor

Five 166-MHz quarter-wave β=1 cavities have been chosen for the fundamental srf system while two 500-MHz single-cell elliptical cavities for the third-harmonic system for High 
Energy Photon Source (HEPS). Each cavity will be equipped with one fundamental power coupler (FPC) capable of delivering 250-kW continuous-wave rf power. For the 166-MHz 
FPC, two prototypes were developed and excellent performances were demonstrated in the high-power operations. However, the inner air part was observed to be warmer than 
predictions. Therefore, an innovative cooling scheme inspired by jet impingement was adopted. In addition, the Nb extension tube at the coupler port has been elongated to solve 
the overheating in the cavity–coupler interface region. Concerning the 500-MHz FPC, several improvements were proposed according to decades of operation experience of the 
BEPCII srf system. First, a doorknob adopting WR1800 instead of WR1500 waveguide was chosen to better match the operating frequency; Second, the window position was 
optimized to ensure multipacting-free on the window; Third, the cryogenic heat load was estimated carefully to obtain an optimum helium gas cooling. The main parameters and 
the design optimizations of the 166-MHz and 500-MHz FPCs are presented in this paper.


